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What’s Up in 17
Starting the new year gives us opportunities to reset, refresh, and make new
beginnings. It’s a good time to renew the things that are important to us and,
maybe let go of the things that aren’t. We can recharge a sense of optimism,
and work towards improving the quality of our lives.
For ZenQuest, 2017 is shaping up to be a great year. We already have many
exciting happenings in the works, and are excited to do everything we can to
enrich the lives of our extended family! Here are some of the things on the
horizon:
Þ
Þ

Þ

Þ

Þ

Children’s Tournament - Our 2017 Tournament for kids is tentatively
scheduled for March 18th. As always, this is an amazing opportunity for our
youth students to polish up their skills, show off a bit, and have a great time!
Muay Thai Seminar - In February, we will be hosting Kru Mark DellaGrotte
for another incredible Muay Thai seminar. Kru Mark is known as one of the
best Thai Boxing coaches in the world, and always provides high quality
training that is sure to improve your skills.
ZenQuest Uniforms - In 2017 we will standardize the uniforms worn for our
Karate and Jiu-jitsu programs. We have already had custom uniforms for
Karate available for some time, and now also have brand new Jiu-jitsu Gis.
We will also have more of our custom ZenQuest Training shirts and shorts
available soon.
Team ZenQuest - ZenQuest competition team continues it’s MMA journey in
2017. Team Z fighters will be entering the cage again in February...and again
in March. In addition, the team will continue to grab hardware in grappling
and striking competitions!
Sponsorship Program - ZenQuest will be offering another round of
sponsorship opportunities in the new year. This is a great way to be a part
of the Berkshires’ premier Mixed Martial Arts team...and pick up some
recognition and advertising in the process.

In addition, we will be
continuing to refine and
improve all of our
programs to provide the
best instruction and
training we can. As
always, our top priority is
to help our students make
the best of their own
martial arts journeys.
For more information
on the happenings listed
above, please look inside!
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2017 Kids Tourney
ZenQuest’s 2017 Children’s Tournament is coming! This event is designed to be a fun learning
experience for kids of ALL ages, abilities, and experience levels. There is a wide variety of events that
will motivate them to plan, prepare, cooperate with others, and even get a bit
creative! It’s a great way for the kids to show their progress to friends and
family, and KICK their skills up a notch in the process!
At this time we are planning on holding this event on Saturday, March 18.
Morning events will begin at 10:00 AM and will include all Kata, Team Kata and
demonstration events. Afternoon events will include all Kumite (sparring), and
Jiu-jitsu divisions, and are scheduled to begin at 12:30 PM. We’re also
planning to have the event at the Pittsfield Boys & Girls Club again. As we
draw closer to the event we will send out registration packets in the mail for all
youth students. This will include more detailed information, and everything
you need to get set up for participation.
Remember that this is a tremendous learning experience that helps kids
develop physical and mental skills in the martial arts...AND valuable life skills!
The experience gained in the tournament also typically helps each student to
advance in their abilities and, consequently, in their ranking or belt system.
So, be sure to submit your registration, and we’ll see you there!!

Kru Mark Your Calendars
Mark DellaGrotte of Sityodtong Boston will be at ZenQuest on Saturday,
February 4. Kru Mark is considered by many to be one of the best Thai
Kickboxing Coaches in the world, and always gives an amazing clinic.
As usual, this is open to all, and is guaranteed to improve your abilities
whether your preparing for the ring, the cage, self-defense...or are just looking
to have fun and improve your skills! This will be beneficial regardless of
experience level, and is an amazing compliment to other martial arts training.
The two-hour, hands-on seminar will begin at 12 noon. The pre-registration
cost is $75 (on or before Thursday, February 2nd.) After February 2nd,
registration cost is $90. Reserve your spot today at the ZenQuest front desk.
Out-of-towners can register by phone at 413-637-0656. Don't wait...DO IT
NOW!

Caged Again
On Saturday, February 25, Neil "Beast Mode" Von Flatern and Matt "Machine" Bienia of Team
ZenQuest will step into the cage to continue their MMA journeys. Their bouts will be part of the AMMO
Fight League's "Locked and Loaded" event at the “Big E” in West Springfield. Team Z has been on a roll,
amassing a record of nine wins and one loss in amateur mixed martial arts since it’s inception. Neil and
Matt are looking better than ever, and are confident that they will bring home wins again.
Neil is originally from the Springfield area of Massachusetts,
and now lives in Pittsfield. He’ll be facing Martin Thompson of
Springfield. Thompson is a wrestler and brawler with a record of 20. Beast Mode is fired up and ready to add another “W” to his
record of 4-1.
Matt, also of Springfield, will face Alex Johnson of Strafford,
New Hampshire. Alex is a tough brawler with a record of 2-3, and
Bienia is looking to advance his perfect record of 5-0.
Since both Neil and Matt have roots in the Springfield area,
this should be an amazing event with tons of support for Team Z!
Tickets will be available at ZenQuest soon. Don’t miss this amazing
event, and opportunity to support the team!!
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IMPORTANT DATES
February/March

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Ethan Strazzulla 1/1
Ryan Murray 1/3
Liam Nester 1/5
Russell Moody 1/6
Mikayla Jezak 1/6
Tristan Scully 1/7
Etta Schnackenberg 1/8
Liah Winston 1/12
Blake Hoff 1/15
Daniel Halse 1/19
Samuel Iovieno 1/20
Collin Layden 1/21
Elias Stack 1/24
Isabella Pereira 1/25
Colin Smith 1/26
Vincenzo (Enzo) Dort 1/27
Mitch Lacker 1/29
Dan Harrington 1/30
Jordan Storti 1/31
Sawyer Cornwell-L'Hote 1/31

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!

3

Sat., Feb. 4, Noon-2:00p - Muay Thai Seminar
w/Kru Mark Dellagrotte
NO Regular MT Class
Sunday, February 12, 1:30p - Possible Kyu Test
Saturday, February 25 - Matt & Neil MMA Bouts
w/AMMO Fight League @ The Big E
Mid to Late Feb: Youth Tourney Packets Mailed!
Youth Tournament Date for March to be
confirmed soon!! (either 3/18 or 3/25)

RECENT PROMOTIONS
CRANES:
1 Gold - Jovanni Henry
TIGERS:
9kyu Tristan Schneid, Connor Fallia,
Marissa Gordon

YOUTH:

Madeleine Hennessey, Zach Kmetz, Omaree Scipio,
Ozyel Scipio, Enzo Dort, Nico Dort

DRAGONS:

ADULTS:

COBRAS:

Jake Pickens, Helema Young, Mauer Desai,
Christopher Schilling, Luke Toole, Nate Atkinson

WELCOME BACK:

UECHI:

Colleen Garrity

JIU-JITSU:
2 stripe purple Grey/white belt -

Herb Gregg
Sawyer Cornwell-L’Hote

PYTHONS:
1 stripe grey/white - Gabriella Hall,
Savannah Byrne
2 stripe white MUAY THAI:

Logan Soule, Collin Layden
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Team Z Sponsorships
ZenQuest is offering opportunities to sponsor it’s MMA fight team once again. The last round of
sponsorships has provided over two years of recognition in a variety of ways. Since the first round of
sponsorships Team ZenQuest has picked up six wins in the cage, increasing it’s record to 9-1. We have
come close to winning one amateur championship belt, and secured another in one of the most prominent
local promotions. At present, we have two fighters preparing to step back into the cage in February of this
year.
Sponsorships for Team ZenQuest help cover expenses for the fighters and coaching staff such as
training, travel, gear, “walkout” shirts, fight-banner, and promotion of the team and events. In addition to
the pride and satisfaction of supporting the Berkshires’ premier MMA team, ZenQuest provides recognition
of sponsorships in several ways. This includes the
sponsors appearing on custom team “Walkout” style
shirts which the fighters wear to their fights, and fans
wear to those events and everywhere else! Sponsors
also appear on a Team ZenQuest “Fight Banner”
which is displayed at the fights, at special events, and
in the gym. Sponsors are also mentioned in the
ZenQuest newsletter, website, and social media.
There are different levels of sponsorships
available starting at only $50. To become a sponsor,
or for more information please call 413-637-0650, or
email at train@zenquestmac.com.

Uniformity
In the new year, we will begin to finalize our transition to standardizing the uniforms worn in our Karate
and Jiu-jitsu classes at ZenQuest. Over the last few years, we have offered customized uniforms or Gis for
these programs as an alternative to plain, generic choices. Going forward, we will only offer these Gis, and
require them for training. This policy is common in other well established
martial arts gyms and dojos. It helps to foster a group identity and cohesion
within the school. Gis like this also promote enthusiasm and pride in training
or competition.
For our Karate classes, the uniform will be the high-quality, middleweight cotton white Gi that we introduced toward the end of 2015. This Gi
features a large ZenQuest logo on the back, and the traditional logo for the
Okinawa Karate Association on the left chest. This uniform will cost $50
(about the same as a generic Gi with similar patches.)
Other decorations which are allowed on the new ZenQuest Karate Gi are
the Dragon & Tiger “Dojo Code” patch, children’s program patches, and
additional ZenQuest patches. As an alternative to this uniform, students can
choose a traditional custom Gi such as the traditional Shureido uniform with
similar logos and name embroideries. Students may continue to wear their
current uniforms until they reach the end of their useful lives, but those must
include patches similar to that of the new standards.
For Jiu-jitsu classes the uniform
will be a newly designed blue, pearlweave, cotton Gi arriving soon at
ZenQuest. This is also a high-quality uniform constructed with the
latest technology for optimal fit and function. It will feature three
Demian Maia Jiu-jitsu Patches, and three ZenQuest patches. This
uniform will cost $140 (less than a generic Gi with similar patches.)
Other patches may be added to the ZenQuest Jiu-jitsu Gi with
permission. Alternatives to this uniform are the white “Demian Maia/
Bad Boy” Gi, or previous versions of the ZenQuest or Demian Maia Gi.
Students may continue to wear their current uniforms until they reach
the end of their useful lives. However, those must include ZenQuest
and Demian Maia logos. Other Gis may be worn with permission, but
these must also include at least two ZenQuest logos, and two Demian
Maia logos.
To purchase or order any of the above uniforms, please contact us
at your earliest convenience. As always, our goal is to provide the
cleanest and most positive training environment possible for our
students. We hope that more standardized Gis will contribute to that
going forward, and our students continue to thrive!
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